Tail of Superficial Myxofibrosarcoma and Undifferentiated Pleomorphic Sarcoma After Preoperative Radiotherapy.
Superficial myxofibrosarcoma (MFS) and undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma (UPS) are highly associated with infiltrative growth (tail sign) and local recurrence, but the impact of preoperative radiotherapy is uncertain. Eight consecutive superficial MFS and 10 superficial UPS cases treated with preoperative radiotherapy and surgery were reviewed. Pathological response, surgical margin and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were retrospectively evaluated. Oncological events were reported in a descriptive form. Pathologically, nearly-complete response was observed in six UPS cases. Tail sign was pathologically detected in 13 cases, eight of which remained viable. Among the eight cases with viable tail, three cases, including two with positive margin, locally recurred. No major discrepancy was observed between tail length on pre-treatment T1-weighted post-contrast, fat-saturated MRI and pathological tail length. Tail of superficial MFS and UPS can retain viability even after radiotherapy and cause local recurrence unless they respond to radiotherapy well. Wider resection including the tail on MRI is recommended.